**Church Resources on Same-Sex Attraction**

**MormonandGay.lds.org.** A Church website that explains Church teachings and shows real-life stories told by members of the church who have first-hand experience with same-sex attraction themselves or through close friends and family.

**God Loveth His Children,** pamphlet represents the official position of the Church about same-sex attraction. In print and on LDS.org.


**Counseling Resources on Same-Sex Attraction.** Additional information and helps are available to members of ward and stake councils at CounselingResources.lds.org

**Newsroom**

**Mormon Newsroom:** “Same-Sex Attraction” article that includes links to an interview with Elders Oaks and Wickman. See MormonNewsroom.org/article/same-sex-attraction

**LDS.org Gospel Topic:** “Same-Sex Attraction.” See lds.org/topics/same-sex-attraction for Church doctrine and policy about same-sex attraction.

**Addresses and Articles by General Authorities.** A comprehensive listing can be found at LDS365.com/resources-for-same-sex-attraction

**Community Resources on Same-Sex Attraction**

**NorthStarLDS.org.** North Star is a community of Latter-day Saints dealing with issues surrounding homosexual attraction who desire to live in harmony with the teachings of Jesus Christ and the doctrines and values of the Church.

**Resolving Homosexual Problems: A Guide for LDS Men.** A book written to LDS men who want to resolve their homosexual feelings and follow Christ. Offers practical suggestions by a man who has walked the journey. Also available in Spanish.

**The Voices of Hope.** A book available at DeseretBook.com. Also a website with video testimonies and written essays at LDSVoicesOfHope.org that document the voices of thousands of Latter-day Saints who are faithfully responding to same-sex attraction.

**My Son Is Gay: An LDS Father’s Journey Into Love and Faith.** A book by a father who shares the heart-breaking but ultimately triumphant story of his journey of discovery. Offers insight and practical suggestions for responding with faith and charity to a loved one with same-sex attraction.

**Understanding Same-Sex Attraction: Where to Turn and How to Help.** A book that covers religion, science, and the human experience.

A comprehensive list of LDS resources can be found at LDS365.com/resources-for-same-sex-attraction